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and recognize that the National Indigenous Physical Activity & Wellness (NIPAW)
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̓ min̓əm̓-speaking Musqueam people. We would like to honour the Musqueam
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importance of physical activity within Indigenous communities would not have been possible
without their commitment to support the voices for physical activity, exercise science,
fitness, and exercise medicine.

Indigenous Studies in Kinesiology
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We would like to thank our volunteers; this event could not have
happened without your support behind the scenes!
Many of our volunteers are from the University of British Columbia, Indigenous Studies in
Kinesiology Program and KIN 484A Advanced Seminar In Indigenous Sport, Physical Activity
and Health Students who have contributed significantly to the planning and/or execution of
this conference, thank you.

Volunteers:
Kai Kaufman
Delon Chan
Kathryn Anderson
Jocelyn Benji
Maddi Chow
Gemma Tomasky
Ryan Chan
Mehrnaz Javadian
Melanie Davis
Jonah Escarcha
Jessica Generoux
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Indigenous Physical Activity
& Cultural Circle
The Indigenous Physical Activity & Cultural Circle (IPACC) believes that physical activity
makes a positive difference in the Indigenous Community and that our people have a mission
to be leaders in the sports, recreation, fitness and traditional activities to create a sense
of belonging for Indigenous youth and create culturally appropriate ways for community to
be healthy. By bringing together the community of leaders, role models, and participants
across the nation we can build on this network to create even more opportunities and
improve access to physical activities for Indigenous people of all ages, abilities, genders, and
practice. We have many exciting initiatives, and plans for the future and we are very excited
for our growth as a national non-profit association.
The National Indigenous Physical Activity & Wellness Virtual Conference (NIPAW) is the
nation’s largest conference on physical activity in the Indigenous community that was
created for all people with an interest to sports, recreation, fitness, and traditional activities
for the promotion of health and wellness. This event highlights over 25 speakers who all have
a passion to share their teachings. IPACC believes in physical activity as a way to health and
wellness, and we will continue to follow our dreams for a better future for our communities.

All Our Relations,

Dr. Rosalin Miles						Shawn Hanna
Executive Director
					Project Coordinator

Indigenous Physical Activity & Cultural Circle 4169 Staulo Crescent, Vancouver, BC V6N 3S1
www.Iactive.ca
Phone: 778-877-5922
Email: Indigenouspacc@gmail.com
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8th Annual National Indigenous
Physical Activity + Wellness
Conference
Thank you for joining us!
We greatly appreciate your continued work and interest in supporting physical activity,
and the support you have brought by being involved in the National Indigenous Physical
Activity & Wellness Virtual Conference 2021. The event would not be what it is without your
participation, sharing, and feedback.
From our hearts to yours, thank you. All Our Relations!

Board of Directors
Thank you to the IPACC Board of Directors for their time and dedication to supporting the
Indigenous Physical Activity and Cultural Circle:
Dr. Georgia Kyba
Dave Robinson
Suzanne Johnson
Dano Thorne
Randy Ermineskin
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Vision, Mission + Objectives
Mission:

To create a community of mentors, leaders, participants, and supporters who promote
physical activity as a way to health and wellness.

Vision:
To establish and expand relationships between individuals engaged in physical activity by
improving access to resources, and promote exposure to health and wellness opportunities.

Objectives:
•

To improve access to physical activity, such as, sports, recreation, fitness and traditional
activities, by establishing, operating and maintaining a network to provide links and
partnerships with corporate funders for Indigenous members.

•

To relieve barriers to physical activity in Indigenous communities and families by
providing resources for persons in need.

•

To assist in the preservation of Indigenous traditional activities.

•

To develop or promote health and wellness in Indigenous communities and families by
supporting physical activity as a tool for prevention of, and curative measures for, health
and wellness challenges and by creating a network of people in fields of health education,
and providing a research bibliography that advocates changes in the health of the
Indigenous community.
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Keynote Speakers
Saturday, May 1, 2021
10:00 AM PST		

OPENING KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Richard Peter
Richard “Bear” Peter became a staple of Team Canada
since first making the Senior Men’s National Team
in 1994. His athletic repertoire includes back-toback Paralympic gold medals in 2000 and 2004, a
Paralympic silver medal in 2008, a third Paralympic
gold medal in 2012, and a world championship title in
2006.
An ambassador for the game and for Canada, Peter
exemplifies fair play and sportsmanship. He credits
intensive training and a commitment to continuously
study the game as keys to his success. That success has been recognized off the
basketball court. In 2000, Peter received the Tom Longboat National Award for
Aboriginal Male Athlete of the Year. In 2008, he was named Wheelchair Basketball
Canada’s Male Athlete of the Year. In 2010, he was inducted into the BC Sports Hall
of Fame, and in 2012, he received a National Aboriginal Achievement Award for his
outstanding athletic accomplishments.
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Sunday, May 2, 2021
9:00 AM PST		

OPENING KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Randy Ermineskin
Randy is the current Chief of Ermineskin Cree Nation
(Neyaskweyahk), elected to a three year term (2020-2023)
on August 12, 2020. He also served as Chief between 20142017 and was first elected to the Ermineskin Council in
2001. Randy served as the Grand Chief of the Confederacy of
Treaty Six First Nations from 2016-2017, representing fifteen
First Nations in advocating, protecting and enhancing the
aboriginal treaty rights of its members at the international,
national, provincial and local levels of government.
As an athlete, he completed in a variety of sports and
was one of the first Indigenous hockey players from the
Maskwacis area to play junior and semi-professional hockey. For over twenty-five years, he
has committed a great deal in his time to coaching. He has always tried to motivate youth
and others to be involved in sports and to follow a wellness lifestyle. Randy is also an avid
hockey supporter and helped raise money for the Neyaskweyahk Memorial Arena.
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Sunday, May 2, 2021
3:15 PM PST		

CLOSING KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Waneek Horn-Miller
Waneek Horn-Miller is Mohawk from the Kahnawake
Territory. Waneek currently resides on the traditional and
unceded territory of the Algonquin Anishnaabeg people
with her husband and 3 children. She is completing her MSc
under the supervision of Drs. Warburton, Bredin and Miles
at the University of British Columbia. Waneek was a member
of the Canadian Women’s Water Polo team, who went on
to win gold at the 1999 Pan American Games and was cocaptain for the 2000 Sydney Summer Olympic Games. She
is an Indigenous Sports Advocate that enjoys sharing her
personal experiences with others to improve the wholistic
health and wellness of all Indigenous peoples, especially in
sporting environments. Waneek was recently inducted into the Canadian Hall of Fame for
her incredible contributions to the Canadian sporting society. Waneek is very passionate
about empowering Indigenous youth, using sports specifically to help reshape experiences
and feelings into achievements.
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Indigenous Physical Activity
+ Wellness Conference 2021
May 1st and 2nd 2021

Saturday, May 1st 2021 - Conference Day One
9:00 – 9:30 am

Registration

9:30 am

Traditional Prayer – Alec Dan

9:45 am

Welcome—Dr. Rosalin Miles

10:00 am

Keynote Address—Richard Peter

10:50 am

Session Transition

11:00 am

Session 1
A) Jason Parenteau—Self Defence and Empowerment
B) B
 rian Justin—Movement for Managing Stress and Trauma – Part 1
C) Lauren Hutchison—Keep Kids Moving – At a Distance and Remotely with
BOKS (Build Our Kids’ Success)

12:00 PM

Lunch Break

1:00 PM

Session 2
A) Melissa Moses—Reignite Your Warrior Within
B) Brian Justin—Movement for Managing Stress and Trauma – Part 2
C) BCWSA—Indigenous Bridging the Gap Program
Hosted by: Michelle McDonell, Nadine Barbisan,
Richard Peters, & Savanna Smith

2:00 PM

Session Transition

2:10 pm

Session 3
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A) Scott Simpson—Goal Setting Motivation - Ideal Self & Positivity
B) Sara Hotomanie—Hoop Medicine: Basketball and Wholistic Wellness
C) Natasha Saddleback—Powerful Life Fueled by Fitness

3:10 pm

Health Break

3:30 pm

Session 4
A) Dr. Paul Whitinui—Developing an Indigenous Cultural Safety Training Impact
Assessment Tool for Organizational Sport in BC, Canada
B) Dave Robinson—Actively Restoring Culture and Renewing Ties to Land and
Community Through Carving
C) Eve Riddler & Angie Olson—Nutrition to Support Physical Activity

4:30 pm

End of Day One

Sunday, May 2nd, 2021 – Conference Day Two
9:00 – 9:30 am

Registration

9:00 am

Keynote Address—Dr. Wilton Littlechild with Randy Ermineskin

9:30 AM

Session 5
A) Sandra Lamouche—Nitohnak M Jo iyo Pimadisiwin (Seeking a Good Life)
Through Indigenous Dance
B) Dr. Dawne Clark & Richard Monette—Physical Literacy and Active Play in
Child Care: A Proof of Concept Study
C) Dr. Tricia McGuire-Adams—Indigenous Perspectives on Self-Discipline and
Physical Activity

10:30 AM

Health Break

10:50 AM

Session 6
A) Marisa Cardinal—Diabetes & Exercise
B) Janet Naclia & Aleysha Czartoszewski— A Return to Indigenous
Traditional Food Systems
C) Dr. Sonja Wicklum & Loretta Tuttauk— Evaluating the impact of a
community-based wellness program for Indigenous women through a
nominal group consensus-building approach
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11:50 AM

Lunch Break

12:50 PM

Session 7
A) Dano Thorne—The Value of Indigenous Sport, Its Value for Health,
Well-being and Cultural Identity for Athletes and Coaches Daily
B) Laureen Weget—Gitxsan Aerobics
C) Dr. Moss Norman—Playing in Two Solitudes: The Story of a Manitoba Hockey
League Divided By Race

1:50 PM

Session Transition

2:00 pm

Session 8
A) Rachel Radyk—Self Care During A Pandemic
B) Jill Cameron, Joyce Doore & Claire Wade— Place Based Learning,
Indigenous Sport and Recreation
C) Cynthia McCutcheon & Lisa-Marie Naponse— Aambe Maajaadaa Let’s Move

3:00 pm

Session Transition

3:10 pm

Closing Key Note Speaker—Waneek Horn-Miller

4:10 pm

Closing Prayer—Fred Roland

4:30 pm

Conference Ends
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Presentation Descriptions
Saturday, May 1, 2021
11:00 AM PST

SESSION 1 - A

Self Defence and Empowerment
Jason Parenteau
Professor Jason Parenteau is a certified Brazilian Jiu Jitsu Black Belt
under the Sylvio Behring Association that is recognized worldwide.
Professor Jason Parenteau has worked in the development of the
Roseau River Jiu Jitsu Club and continues to support those requesting
support in areas of Self Defence such as University of Winnipeg and
various Indigenous Communities in Manitoba as well as Ontario.
Abstract: This session will introduce attendees about the progress of
the Roseau River Jiu Jitsu Club. Professor Jason Parenteau will present
on the benefits of this Martial Art known as Brazilian Jiu Jitsu. Roseau
River Anishinabe Nation has adopted this Martial Art to the community
to empower and support youth. The Community of Roseau River
Identified needs to provide some activities for their young boys but
quickly has been adopted by the girls as well.
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11:00 AM PST

SESSION 1 - B

Movement for Managing Stress and Trauma Part 1
Brian Justin

Brian is a Kinesiology Instructor at the University of the Fraser Valley
in Abbotsford and Chilliwack BC. He earned his Masters and Bachelor
degrees from the University of British Columbia. Brian’s areas of
concentration are exercise physiology, strength and conditioning,
injury management, and exercise testing and prescription. He is also
a course conductor and examiner for the CSEP CPT and CEP National
Certifications, CFES- CPT, and is also an ACE faculty member.
Brian’s clientele has ranged from post-rehabilitation to national level
athletes and everything in between. Besides teaching students and
training clients, he currently authors manuals and articles. Brian
is passionate about spreading the word on the benefits of physical
activity for health, performance, and injury prevention.

Abstract: What happens when you are or have been under stress
chronically? The body often responds with an increase in muscle tension which may lead to chronic pain in
particular to the low back. This presentation will look at the effects of stress on the musculoskeletal system
through the lens of Hanna Somatic Education. Brian will discuss the three neuromuscular reflexes of stress
presentation, sensory motor amnesia, and the technique to help manage it called pandiculation. This will
provide the theory to understand the practical session in part 2 where you get to experience a 45 minute
movement class where all you need is some space and a yoga mat.

11:00 AM PST

SESSION 1 - C

Keep Kids Moving – At a Distance and Remotely with BOKS
(Build Our Kids’ Success)
Lauren Hutchison

Lauren Hutchison is the Regional Coordinator of Build Our Kids’
Success (BOKS) for Western Canada. She is passionate about the
transformative power of sport and play, and pursued degrees in
Sociology of Sport in both Eastern Canada and Cardiff, Wales. Lauren
is a yoga instructor and practitioner, BOKS trainer, and member of the
Calgary Canadian Women’s Foundation Committee.
Abstract: BOKS is a non-profit organization focused on helping kids be
more active. We offer FREE bilingual programming designed to get kids
moving and establish a lifelong commitment to health and fitness. In this
interactive workshop we will explore creative Daily Physical Activities
(BOKS Bursts), resources for online or in-person movement ideas, and
the BOKS Junior Leadership Training program. There is something for
everyone in this workshop! Leave this session with lots of new ideas
and learn how to access all our resources that take the prep out of the
equation for you!
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1:00 PM PST

SESSION 2 - A

Reignite Your Warrior Within
Melissa Moses
Melissa’s journey begins at her roots. An Nlaka’pamux, Syilx and
Stl’atl’imx woman born and raised in the heart of the Nicola Valley, Melissa
is a proud member of the Lower Nicola Indian Band. Growing up, she
battled the destructive impacts of unchecked, systemic anti-Indigenous
discrimination and violence. As a child she experienced the soul shattering
and numbing effects of sexual abuse and exploitation committed against
her by someone close to her family. As a teenager she grieved over the
brutal kidnapping, murder and rape of her cousin, and witnessed waves
of pain and loss batter the foundations of her community. As an adult she
endured further abuse and sexual assault from people in trusted positions
of power, all while trying to fortify her crippled defenses and process the
trauma connected to her youth that left her vulnerable to further violence
and exploitation.
Through all of these experiences, Melissa has never lost sight of her
culture and heritage; empowered by the wisdom and guidance of her Elders and Matriarchs, she has used
traditional Indigenous practices and teachings to inform and ground her approach to self-defense and healing.
Understanding the immense fear, anxiety, hopelessness, and anger that Indigenous women and girls feel as
victims and survivors of violence and abuse, Melissa has learned to cathartically process, channel, and release
these emotions through self-defense. For the past twenty-six years, she has sharpened and honed her skills
in a range of martial art disciplines, including Taekwondo, Muay Thai, Brazillian Jiu-Jitsu, and many more.
After becoming a certified Muay Thai instructor, the first Indigenous women to be certified through the Sport
Authority of Thailand in both Canada and the USA, Melissa was determined to teach self-defense to First Nation
communities and secure the safety of Indigenous women and girls.
Abstract: Founder, owner and chief instructor of Nicola Valley Muay Thai, Melissa Moses has devoted her
life to helping high risk Indigenous women and youth build the ability and confidence to protect themselves
through self-defense techniques and heightened awareness. Melissa’s mission is resolute and powerful in
its purpose: To help people strengthen their bodies and minds, as well as reclaim their agency and power,
Melissa teaches a holistic and culturally grounded mode of self-defense that connects physical techniques
with a strong mindset. Tapping into the courage and resilience that connects survivors and victims of
gendered violence, Melissa aims to:
•

Channel her expertise and years of martial arts training into in-person and virtual self-defense
seminars and programs that not only have been developed with Indigenous women and girls uniquely
in mind, but have integrated their feedback and requests for specific methods of defense in common
situations of violence and abuse.

•

Offer a trauma-informed and culturally safe space for everyone to actively confront and embody their
trauma as they learn the physical moves to combat it.

•

In what is normally a male-dominated field, Melissa offers self-defense programs from a unique and
valuable female perspective that supports and is attentive to the cultural and emotional needs of
Indigenous women and youth.

•

Spark an interest and passion in participants for self-defense, and provide a healthy, fun outlet for
channeling their energy and releasing any unhealthy or suppressed emotions.
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1:00 PM PST

SESSION 2 - B

Movement for Managing Stress and Trauma – Part 2
Brian Justin

Brian is a Kinesiology Instructor at the University of the Fraser Valley
in Abbotsford and Chilliwack in British Columbia. He earned his
Masters and Bachelor degrees from the University of British Columbia.
Brian’s areas of concentration are exercise physiology, strength
and conditioning, injury management, and exercise testing and
prescription. He is also a course conductor and examiner for the CSEP
CPT and CEP National Certifications, CFES- CPT, and an ACE faculty
member.
Brian’s clientele has ranged from post-rehabilitation to national level
athletes and everything in between. Besides teaching students and
training clients, he currently authors manuals and articles. Brian
is passionate about spreading the word on the benefits of physical
activity for health, performance, and injury prevention.

Abstract: Building on his previous presentation, Movement for Managing Stress and Trauma Part 1, Brian
will lead a 45 minute movement class where all you need is some space and a yoga mat.

1:00 PM PST

SESSION 2 - C

Indigenous Bridging the Gap Program
BCWSA (BC Wheelchair Sports Association)
Hosted by Michelle McDonell, Nadine Barbisan, Richard Peters, Savanna Smith

Abstract: BCWSA is the Provincial sport organization for wheelchair rugby, tennis and athletics. We work
with partners in BC to provide wheelchair sports opportunities for individuals with a physical disability.
The Indigenous Bridging the Gap Program aims to remove barriers to participation in sports for Indigenous
individuals with disabilities across BC.
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2:10 PM PST

SESSION 3 - A

Goal Setting Motivation - Ideal Self & Positivity
Scott Simpson

Born and raised in Toronto, Scott Simpson is a member of the
Beausoleil First Nation and the sole proprietor of Spirit Fit. Scott’s
personal battles with alcoholism and class 2 obesity, led to his passion
for fitness and his self-proclaimed role as sobriety advocate. Initially
disconnected from his First Nations identity, his sober journey brought
him to Christian Island where he started small group fitness and
personal training based on his idea for the 2019 Toronto Aboriginal
BEST business program in which he placed 1st. He strongly encourages
working out and goal setting in nature for general health and wellbeing.
His plan within the next 3 years is to finish the health and fitness goal
setting camp on his property on Christian Island and travel to help
Indigenous people live healthier lives. He strongly believes everyone
deserves to be truly proud of themselves, and wants to spend the rest
of his career helping Indigenous people make positive changes to their
health.

Abstract: In this session Scott shares details of his own journey, from his struggles with alcoholism and
obesity, to discovering his First Nations culture and placing 1st in the Toronto Aboriginal BEST Program. He
details the following powerful goal setting processes to realize your most desirable self and discusses
the importance of self-reflection, remaining proactive vs. reactive, trying new things, and focussing on
progress NOT perfection.
Goal Setting Steps:1) Come Together (how), 2) Discover Your True Goals (how), 3) Make a Plan (Smart
Goals), 4) Execute that plan (how), 5) Stay motivated (how).
Sharing tips on staying positive, Scott shows how to best navigate obstacles such as self-doubt using
culture and connection.
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2:10 PM PST

SESSION 3 - B

Hoop Medicine: Basketball and Wholistic Wellness
Sara Hotomanie

Sara Hotomanie is Anishinaabe, Nakoda and Coast Salish. She was
born and raised in Vancouver, British Columbia, but moved to Ontario
4 years ago to complete her graduate studies. She is currently a 3rd
year PhD student at Wilfrid Laurier University in the Faculty of Social
Work. As a former collegiate athlete and youth worker, her doctoral
research is based on how physical activity can contribute to young
Indigenous athletes wholistic wellness. The Medicine Wheel framework
is an Indigenous concept she has used on her own path and heavily
influences this research.

Abstract: Due to the history of colonization, through practices such
as the residential school system and the sixties scoop faced by
Indigenous people of Canada, many Indigenous communities have
combated the erasure of identity through the eradication of our
cultural practices and languages, and the displacement of our people
because of the reservation system and migration to urban centers. With a younger generation that is only
in the beginning stages of reclaiming who they are as Indigenous people, having opportunities available
to support them in wholistic ways is vital to their process of reclamation. As an Indigenous athlete who
reclaimed her identity through an engagement with sports and coaching, and by recognizing the many other
Indigenous athletes across Turtle Island who strive to be connected in the way that sports and physical
activity offer, Sara found it important to ask the question: can modern-day sports assist in wholistic healing
for Indigenous youth today?
Utilizing two Indigenous theoretical frameworks and a qualitative methodology, she explores the use of
storytelling as an Indigenous research method, and shares her experiences visiting with three collegiate
basketball athletes, each of whom was invited to share their personal story and relationship with the sport
of basketball, to better understand how the sport contributes to their wholistic wellness.
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2:10 PM PST

SESSION 3 - C

Powerful Life Fueled by Fitness
Natasha Saddleback

Natasha Saddleback is from Treaty 6 territory. Her Cree name is Elk
Women/wawaskesiw iskwew which means strength, nobility, pride,
survival and stamina. She is certified in Health Coaching and Extreme
Execution Lifestyle coaching and is the owner of Boss Life & Body,
a coaching company focused on health and helping people achieve
maximum potential in all areas of their life. Natasha is also a Fitness
competitor and Fitness model and has competed Provincially as well as
Internationally in a total of 8 competitions.

Abstract: As a youth I dealt with abandonment, lack of self-esteem and
the issues commonly found in First Nation comminutes. When I was 19
years old, I started exercising regularly. It was an outlet for me and a way
of dealing with difficult situations. I continued to workout and I like the
way it made me feel. I started to lean up and feel more confident. That
positivity started to stem into my relationships, my work and my overall
outlook on life. The power I got from working out has help me accomplish many great things in my life:
•
•
•
•
•

I finished with the second highest marks in my college class for Network administration at Ottawa
Became a Computer Network Administrator and worked as an Information Technology specialist and
manager for 18 years
Provided fitness coaching and training in my community
Achievement of an Aboriginal award for computer science
Competed in provincial and International fitness competitions with a total of 8 competitions. These
opened opportunities where I received two medals and honorable mentions in a top fitness magazine.

I mention this only to help you understand the the impact that fitness had not only on my physical wellbeing
but my mental, emotional and spiritual wellbeing as well.
Information Sharing—benefits of having an exercise/fitness routine:
•
•
•

Creates Discipline – When having a regular exercise routine, you will build a natural reaction to doing
activities that benefit you even if you don’t necessarily feel like doing it.
Builds Confidence – After an exercise session you feel better because you completed an activity that
wasn’t necessarily easy but benefits you. Your clothes start to feel better on you.
Increases Energy – Exercise gets the cardiovascular system going to help strengthen your heart and
give you more stamina.

Start somewhere as long as you start, even if it’s walking 30 min 3-4 times a day. Every fit person you see
has once made the choice and started a fitness lifestyle. Remember that health is wealth—without your
health you cannot function with your full potential in all the other areas of your life. You will not be able to
provide the best version of yourself to your loved ones.
Stat sharing: Success ratios for fitness- %90 Mindset %7 Diet %3 exercise
Now I’m currently living in Toronto, doing my business. I’m a fitness and lifestyle coach. I’m a speaker and
looking forward to going back out to speak in person. I can honestly say that incorporating fitness into my
life has made this life journey for me that much greater and I want people to know that this is possible for
them as well. I want people to feel good and live to their full potential. I want the younger generations to
know that incorporating good habits and skills, that they can achieve what they desire.
I would like to close off with wishing all good health and great happiness.
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3:30 PM PST

SESSION 4 - A

Developing an Indigenous Cultural Safety Training Impact
Assessment Tool for Organizational Sport in BC, Canada
Dr. Paul Whitinui

Dr. Whitinui belongs to Confederation of United Tribes (He
Wakaputanga o Te Rangatiratanga o Nu Tireni) with connections
to Ngā Puhi ki Whaingaroa, Te Aupōuri and Ngāti Kurī in Aoteraroa
New Zealand and is an Associate Professor in the School of Exercise
Science, Physical and Health Education at the University of Victoria,
BC. He is also the co-chair of World Indigenous Research Alliance
(WIRA) under the auspicious of the World Indigenous Nations Higher
Education Consortium (WINHEC), and is the current Editor-in-Chief
of the WINHEC online international Indigenous education journal.
Other research projects include: Principal investigator on a 2-year
SSHRC Insight Development Grant focusing on the development of an
Indigenous impact assessment tool to improve the provision of cultural
safety training in post-secondary settings and provide on-going
support to staff and faculty as well as, a co-investigator on a 5-year
CIHR Indigenous Training Mentorship Network of the Pacific Northwest
(IMN-PN) grant to support Indigenous health graduates.
Abstract: Given the focus by the Aboriginal Sport, Recreation & Physical Activity Partners Council,
Aboriginal Sport for Life, and ISPARC in 2017-18 to develop a Cultural Competency and Safety Training
component, as part of the 2 yr. Physical Activity Strategy, consideration for assessing the impact of the
training component would appear timely to evaluate, improve and support the expansion of the Aboriginal
Healthy Living Activities mandate to engage more Indigenous communities and schools in the design and
delivery of sport and physical activities. This paper will highlight how the development of an Indigenous
Cultural Safety Training (ICST) impact assessment tool between 2018-2020; working in collaboration
with Indigenous leaders, Elders, faculty, staff, and students across four post-secondary institutions on
Vancouver Island, British Columbia, Canada could be adapted to meet various expected deliverables
underpinning the Physical Activity Strategy. A culturally-reasoned decision and change-making framework
will be shared to help inform the development of such an assessment tool, as well as to elicit a range of
responses to measure the impact of ICST participants’ cognitive and behavioural change over time. The
development of an ICST impact assessment tool not only seeks to improve the quality of the training
component, it also aims to provide on-going support for coaches, athletes, trainers, managers, and leaders
to better self-evaluate (i.e., reflect on one’s actions and behaviours) their professional and personal
practices when working with Indigenous Peoples in these settings.
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10:50 AM PST PST

SESSION 6 - A

Actively Restoring Culture and Renewing Ties to Land and
Community Through Carving
Dave Robinson

Dave is Algonquin from the Algonquin First Nations of Quebec. As an
amateur boxer, he won the North American Native Boxing Championship,
and finished his competitive career as a professional athlete with
a 2-0 record. He now holds a level 2 NCCP coaching certificate, and
is one of the directors at the North Burnaby Boxing Club. In 2018 he
graduated from the UBC NITEP Bed program, and he is now completing
his Masters of Integrated Studies in Land and Food Systems at UBC. In
the 5 years of his undergraduate degree, he worked with Indigenous
and non-Indigenous communities; as a product of his work with these
communities three of his sculptures have received permanent public art
instillations. “Many Beings” Red Cedar at John Oliver Secondary School,
“Thunder Child” Yellow Cedar Sculpture at UBC Indigenous Garden,
“Dancing Flames” Maple Wood Sculpture in the UBC Ponderosa Building,
commissioned by the UBC Faculty of Education to commemorate Dr. Joann Archibald’s 45-year career in Education. Over the last two years as
UBC Indigenous Garden Resident Artist, he competed a 24’ Red Cedar sculpture depicting a Thunderbird and a
lightning Snake.
Abstract: After a math class for NITEP students Dave created the Medicine Wheel Puzzle Project (MWPP).
The MWPP was completed with UBC Cedar Aboriginal Youth Math and Science Camp 2017. By incorporating
culturally appropriate art/education that is grounded in culture, address reconciliation, and the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission (TRC) calls to action (#62,63,10iii), the MWPP project aims to approach working
with at risk students from an Indigenous traditional approach that uses strength based perspective. This
means that Indigenous students will learn to appreciate in a cultural way that they have strengths that made
them resilient despite the effects of colonization and intergenerational trauma that they and their families
have experienced. It has been shown that strength based programs work better and address confidence
issues and students return more to these types of programs.
Dave will be speaking about the beneficial impact on curriculum in schools that comes from incorporating
culturally appropriate art/education that is grounded in culture, addresses reconciliation, and the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission (TRC) calls to action (#62,63,10iii).
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3:30 PM PST

SESSION 4 - C

Nutrition to Support Physical Activity
Angie Olson & Eve Riddler

Angie & Eve have taken their love
for all things Health & Fitness and
combined it with their education in
Fitness, Nutrition, Hormones, and
Mindset to develop a program that
sets them apart in the Health and
Fitness Industry.
Using tools they have acquired
over the years, they help educate
individuals on how to create
Optimal Health in their lives
through proper Nutrition and
understanding their Mindset.

They are here to help bust nutritional myths, show how to create a Healthy, Sustainable, Lifestyle, and put
an end to Diet Culture while supporting Physical Needs. They work directly with youth and adults alike,
teaching them how to interrupt the patterns that are not serving them, and educate how to create a strong
foundation of nutrition and mindset. It is their passion to create an impact in the world, by educating
individuals on how they can create Optimal Health Emotionally, Mentally and Physically.
Abstract: Nutrition plays a key role in supporting your body not only in physical performance but also in
recovery, hormone health, and cognitive function. If you wish to strive in any type of physical activity you
must understand how to fuel your body so that you can perform to the best of your ability, and support
your recovery. We wish to impart practical tools and knowledge in understanding the basics of nutrition,
how to support your body through pre-and post-activity meals and how to make nutrition work for you as
an individual. During our presentation, we will be covering the three Macronutrients: Protein, fats, and
carbohydrates. Each of these plays a key role in supporting your body as an individual. We will educate you
on the importance of pre-workout fuel and post-recovery meals so that you can achieve your highest level
of performance. We will explain in detail how to make these meals work for you and your family in a fun and
balanced, cost-effective way. Understanding how to fuel your body on a regular day, to a high-performance
day will allow you to strive in your sport, and keep you moving for years to come.
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Sunday, May 2, 2021– Conference Day Two
9:30 AM PST

SESSION 5 -A

Nitohnak Miyo Pimadisiwin (Seeking a Good Life)
Through Indigenous Dance
Sandra Lamouche

Tansi! Sandra Lamouche nitsikasoon, niya nehiyaw iskwew. I am a wife,
mother, sister, and daughter. I am a champion women’s hoop dancer
and an award winning Indigenous educator. I am a two time TEDx
Speaker and use my passion for dance and thirst for knowledge as a
way to create change in order to advance reconciliation and empower
resilience. I received a degree in Native American Studies in 2007 and
am working on completing the thesis portion of my M.A. on Indigenous
Dance and Wellbeing.
Abstract: When I first began my thesis research my question was ‘Does
Indigenous dance contribute to holistic wellness?’ after a resounding
‘Yes!’ from 15 international Indigenous dancers and artists my question
changed to seek ‘how’ Indigenous dance contributes to wellness. This
presentation will go through the history of Indigenous dance in Canada
and the U.S. and how it relates to my personal journey of healing, selfdetermination and wellness.
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9:30 AM PST

SESSION 5 - B

Physical Literacy and Active Play in Child Care:
A Proof of Concept Study
Dawne Clark, PhD & Richard Monette B.SC., B.ED., M.A.
Dawne Clark, PhD

Dawne is Professor Emerita in the Department of Child Studies and
Social Work at Mount Royal University in Calgary. Her current teaching
and researching focuses on child well-being and mental health,
early brain development, and physical literacy in the early years. As
examples of her recent work, Dawne developed and facilitated an early
brain development curriculum for child support workers through the
Alberta Coalition of Women’s Shelters which included an exploration of
concepts such as the Web of Relationships, intergenerational trauma,
and the Circle of Courage. Dawne is also currently consulting with Sport
North’s Breaking the Cycle parent-led initiative which seeks to enhance
physical literacy for young children and their families in remote
northern communities in NWT. Dawne and her research team, Early
Years Physical Literacy, partnered with Active for Life to conduct a Proof
of Concept study to provide evidence that becoming physically literate
can provide multiple benefits for young children.

Dr. Richard Monette, BSC, BEd, MA

In his 30-year career, Richard has demonstrated the ability to generate
creative and applied solutions in education, athletics and business.
Richard is the managing director of Active for Life, a world-leading
initiative dedicated to engaging the grassroots in developing physical
literacy in children.
Richard is also part of the leadership at B2ten, a privately funded
organization that supports Olympic Canadian athletes in achieving
success on the world stage. As well, Richard is a sport psychology
consultant to Olympic and professional athletes.
Abstract: When young children have the opportunity to engage in daily
active play in childcare, they begin to establish the pathway for a healthy
and active life. This presentation will describe a Proof of Concept study
designed to provide evidence of benefits from enhanced daily Physical
Literacy (PL) programming and active play in childcare settings. The study determined that PL programming
was easy and inexpensive for Early Childhood Educators (ECEs) to implement and brought a range of benefits
for children, ECEs, and families.
In partnership with Active for Life (AfL) which funded the first phase of the study and with funding for
the second phase from Employment and Social Development Canada, the Early Years Physical Literacy
Research Team conducted the Physical Literacy Proof of Concept Study in Child Care Settings designed
to provide evidence of benefits of enhanced daily PL programming and active play in child care settings.
A total of 39-child care centres, 97 educators, and 663 children in Alberta and British Columbia were
involved. The childcare settings included non-profit and for-profit urban and rural centres; family day
home agencies; and diversities including new Canadians, Indigenous families, and varying abilities among
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children and ECEs. The study compared data from consented children and educators in study centres where
educators received professional development, resources, and mentorship, while those in control centers
received the usual standard of care from their educators. Qualitative and quantitative data were collected
pre- and post-intervention in both phases.
Results showed that children who received enhanced PL programming demonstrated benefits in all areas
of development (cognitive, social, emotional, and physical) with significant improvements in executive
function, language and communication skills, and emotional self-regulation. Educator practices changed
as they experienced increased motivation, confidence, and competence to provide PL programming both
indoors and out. Of interest were the benefits the educators reported for themselves: with children better
able to communicate and self-regulate, challenging behaviours were reduced and educators spent less time
managing those behaviours and more time engaging and interacting with children. Relationships among
children and staff, and with families were also strengthened. Educators reported that PL programming
was easy and inexpensive to incorporate into their programs requiring little preparation time, space, or
equipment, and fully 100% of study group educators indicated that they would continue PL programming in
their centres after the end of the study.
This presentation will explore the study findings and the benefits experienced by children, educators,
and families. It will also outline how the study aligns with AfL’s approach to reach, educate, and engage
all caregivers from parents to educators to community stakeholders, in developing physical literacy in
children. AfL’s standpoint is that our challenge as a society is to get children moving again… in a way
that they will want to keep moving for life! This requires a novel and simpler approach tailored to each
community that will offset the daily and often unintended nudges to inactivity served daily to children. And
Physical literacy is the perfect approach to achieve this goal.
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9:30 AM PST

SESSION 5 - C

Indigenous Perspectives on Self-Discipline and Physical Activity
Dr. Tricia McGuire-Adams

Dr. Tricia McGuire-Adams (Anishinaabekwe from Bingwi Neyaashi
Anishinaabek) conducts community-driven research in Indigenous
health and wellbeing. She is an Assistant Professor in the Faculty
of Education at the University of Ottawa and holds a Tier II Canada
Research Chair in Indigenous Ganandawisiwin/Good Health
Sovereignties. Her current program of research looks to Anishinaabeg
land-based learning, gikendaasowin/knowledge about Indigenous
sport, disabilities, and Indigenous women’s wellness to further amplify
Indigenous peoples’ practices of health and well-being.
Abstract: In this presentation, I examine discourses on discipline to
determine an approach for an Anishinaabeg ethic of self-discipline to
be applied to physical activity. An Anishinaabeg ethic of self-discipline
broadens understandings of decolonization among Indigenous Peoples
to disrupt our apparent trajectory of ill health. This presentation has
three goals.

First, I position discipline in health discussions, looking to a popular mainstream example - Jocko Willink’s
use of disciplined physical activity. Within this discussion, I demonstrate how the ideology behind
nationalistic drives to discipline bodies has roots to Canada’s residential school system, which enforced
nationalistic physical activities to assimilate Indigenous children.
Second, to contextualize the nationalistic and colonial drive for this type of disciplined physical activity, I explore
Foucault’s (1977) concept of discipline as it relates to the control mechanism that the colonial state employs in
modern society. I then provide a parallel discussion of discipline from Indigenous perspectives to show how selfdiscipline has deep connections to Indigenous ways of being, which connect to community ethics.
Third, I consider how stories of physical strength that have been shared with me through my program of research
(Anishinaabeg Elders and women) all speak to a form of self-discipline. Their enactment of self-discipline relates
to restoring individual and community health and well being, presently and for future generations.
Thus, in this presentation, I argue that through a sustained commitment to physical activity, Indigenous
Peoples strengthen not only our bodies but our connections to our ancestors and future generations. As
we strengthen our bodies and ultimately improve our well-being and vitality, we also provide contention to
settler colonialism.
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10:50 AM PST SESSION 4 - B

Diabetes & Exercise
Marisa Cardinal

Marisa is from the Saddle Lake Cree Nation in Saddle Lake, Alberta. She has completed degrees in
Nutrition and Food Science from the University of Alberta and Psychology from Athabaska University. She
has completed an Indigenous Women in Leadership certification from St. Francis Xavier University. She
is a certified personal trainer with a passion for exercise. She also is a volunteer board member for the
National Indigenous Diabetes Association. She is passionate about
health promotion for Indigenous peoples. She works to encourage
and educate on the importance of exercise when it comes to managing
Diabetes. It is also her goal to motivate and support people in achieving
healthier and more active lives. It is her goal to create a fitness program
that helps support individuals with diabetes and Elders to lead more
active lives.
Abstract: Diabetes and exercise are two things that should go hand
in hand. Understanding the correlation between the two and how
to manage both will help control your journey with diabetes. When
we are diagnosed with Diabetes or any chronic conditions we tend
to feel overwhelmed and out of control of our health. Understanding
what Diabetes is and how exercise can help control it should be a
pivotal point in ones journey with Diabetes. I will share my experience
living with Type 2 diabetes and how I took to weight lifting and exercise which has helped me manage my
chronic condition. A diagnosis of Diabetes is not the end all for people/ we must learn to take control of our
diagnosis to live longer healthier lives. Exercise and diabetes is a lot easier than we think!
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10:50 AM PST

SESSION 6 - B

A Return to Indigenous Traditional Food Systems
Janet Naclia & Aleysha Czartoszewski
Aleysha Czartoszewski

Aleysha Czartoszewski is a Programs Officer with Alberta Recreation
and Parks Association’s Communities ChooseWell program where she
oversees the healthy eating in recreation settings (HERS) portfolio.
Aleysha has a Bachelors of Nutrition and Food Science from the
University of Alberta. She is passionate about the intersection of
nutrition and community with recreation and parks to build healthy
communities. Her main role with Communities ChooseWell is to
promote, create and enhance food environments in recreation settings.
She leads the HERS Peer Learning Network, helped develop the HERS
eCourse and supported the 2019 HERS grant opportunity.

Janet Naclia

Janet Naclia is a Programs
Manager with Alberta Recreation
and Parks Association (ARPA)
in Alberta. She has worked on ARPA’s community developmental
programs as well as with both Indigenous and diverse communities.
Janet’s current focus is working in collaboration with Indigenous
communities across Alberta (First Nation, Métis, and urban
Indigenous) but also works extensively with ARPA’s Communities
ChooseWell initiative. Janet has a Masters Degree in Fine Arts and
recently completed the University of Alberta’s Indigenous “Sport and
Recreation Graduate Certificate” program.
Abstract: Join Janet Naclia, Programs Manager, and Aleysha
Czartoszewski, Program Officer, from Alberta Recreation and Parks
Association (ARPA)’s Communities ChooseWell initiative to learn about
their brand new “Indigenous Traditional Food Systems” e-module.
This educational module provides an introductory look into Indigenous Traditional Food Systems within
Alberta. At this session, hear stories from Indigenous communities across the province on why returning to
a Traditional Food System is important. Learn how these systems connect to traditional concepts of physical
activity and take a test run through this FREE educational module to see what role you can play in supporting
Traditional Food Systems.
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10:50 AM PST

SESSION 6 - C

Evaluating the Impact of a Community-Based Wellness Program
for Indigenous women Through a Nominal Group
Consensus-Building Approach
Dr. Sonja Wicklum & Loretta Tuttauk
Dr. Sonja Wicklum

Dr. Sonja Wicklum is a Clinical Assistant Professor and Family Medicine
Clerkship Director at the Cumming School of Medicine, University
of Calgary in Alberta, Canada. She has a teaching family practice in
downtown Calgary. Her research focuses on a number of different
areas including medical education specific to family medicine,
obesity management in primary care, and wellness programming
for Indigenous populations. Medical education interests include the
prevention and management of obesity and multimorbidity, planetary
health and multimedia resources for student education. Prior to
her arrival in Calgary she practiced rural family medicine in Ronan,
Montana, USA and Almonte, Ontario, Canada, along with consultant
work at Ottawa Civic Hospital Weight Management Clinic in Ottawa,
Canada. She loves spending time in nature with family and friends,
canoeing, hiking and plain air painting.

Loretta Tuttauk

My spirit name Mikoh Sîsîkwan Iskwe, Red Rattle Woman, a Mètis
Cree Woman. My given name is Loretta. My family originally is from
Treaty 6 territory from a rural community near Bonnyville, Alberta. I
am a resident in Treaty 7 territory and honoured to be accepted on this
land to work at an indigenous serving agency supporting families. I
am also a great supporter of the Makoyoh’soki (Wolf trail program)
where I have been a facilitator, ambassador to represent the program
at the Indigenous gender and wellness fair and an active member of the
Advisory committee. I feel blessed to be participating in community in
a holistic way using the teachings of my ancestors and Elders. Hiy hiy
Abstract: Context: Increasing physical activity and improving nutrition
is challenging. Indigenous women experience structural violence and
racism rooted in colonialism, which may lead to family breakdown and
socioeconomic inequality, exacerbating these challenges. In an attempt
to respond to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada’s Calls to Action relating to health and
sport, a group of Indigenous and non-Indigenous women partnered to develop an 8-week wellness program
to empower participants to overcome some of these barriers. Nine iterations have been completed on- and
off reserve and in small and large communities in Alberta, Canada. The approach includes Elder participation
and guidance, physical activity, nutrition education, an Indigenous-sharing circle supporting reflection on
successes and challenges, daily pedometer use, and healthcare needs identification. All of these are followed
by introduction to relevant, local primary healthcare providers. Objective: This study collates 3 years of
qualitative research to answer the question: “What does the program do?” Study Design: Mixed-methods.
Part 1: Interviews and survey responses. Part 2: Applying nominal group technique (NGT). Dataset: 23
program participants, 4 facilitators and 2 community champions were interviewed; 111 surveys reviewed.
Two researchers who participated in the NGT session were familiar with all interviews and pre/post-program
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survey responses. Nominal group members included program facilitators (2), administrators (1) and
researchers (4). Population studied: Programs were open to adult, non-pregnant women. Advertised to, but
not exclusive to, Indigenous women. Outcome Measures: Interview transcripts and survey responses were
analyzed for themes. The NGT process refined themes and contributed others through steps of independent
idea generation, grouping and ranking.
Results: The program 1) facilitates self-empowerment and activation, 2) improves personal wellness, 3)
provides a safe and healing environment, and 4) builds social and cultural supports. Mechanisms for
each of these were identified and three additional findings were highlighted: 1) capacity building within
the Indigenous community, 2) the halo effect on family and friends, 3) the significance of strengthsbased programming that celebrates Indigenous culture as a source of wellness. Conclusion: The Wolf Trail
(Makoyoh’sokoi) program positively impacts Indigenous women’s health and connectedness at the individual,
community and institutional level.

12:50 PM PST

SESSION 7 - A

The Value of Indigenous Sport, Its Value for Health,
Well-being and Cultural Identity for Athletes and Coaches Daily
Dano Thorne, Cowichan First Nation

As a top-level athlete and coach sport leader, Dano Thorne’s traditional
holistic sport development approach and experience provides him with
a thorough understanding of elite sport. His dedication to soccer and
international levels has assisted him in developing local soccer to the
international standards.
As the Native Indian Football Association (NIFA) head coach he guides
some special leaders with a common vision for youth elite teams, and
works with the acclaimed NIFA ladies Indigenous Team Canada, twotime World Indigenous Games Champions. Healthy Lives, Reaching
potential and living dreams is Dano’s passion as well as working with
First Nations and Indigneous youth and coaches.
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12:50 PM PST

SESSION 7 - B

Gitxsan Aerobics
Laureen Weget

Eldah tsimx hl wa’y
(My name is Eldah Tsimx )
Lax Gibuuhl pdeega’y
(I am a member of the Wolf Clan)
Wilp Luus win Sawitxwi’y
(I come from the house of Luus)
Anhlo’o noo’y
(My mother is the late Dorothy Weget)
Gitluudaahlxwhl nigwoodi’y
(my father is the late Alvin Weget)
T’it’q’et win joga’y
(I live in the community of T’it’q’et)
Luu amhl goodi’y win gyaasim (my heart is glad to see you)
T’oyaxsi’y ‘niisi’m win bakxsi’m (Thank you for coming)

Abstract: Music and movement,
Drum protocol.
Yours, Mine and Ours.
Learn three dances! Easy, Fun, great energizers, great way to stay fit. Mind, body and spirit. Help your oitsin
soar! Have fun boogieing to the hand-drum.
I am sharing what was taught to me, and using humour and laughter along with the Youth and the Elders.
Interconnected to the past, the present and the future!
I am here to present, ready or not!
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12:50 PM PST

SESSION 7 - C

Playing in Two Solitudes:
The Story of a Manitoba Hockey League Divided By Race
Dr. Moss Norman

Moss Norman is a fourth generation settler of Austrian, British
and French heritage. He is an Assistant Professor in the School of
Kinesiology at the University of British Columbia. Moss is currently the
principal investigator on a Social Science and Humanities Research
Council-funded project that explores contemporary and historical
Indigenous physical cultural masculinities in Fisher River Cree
Nation (Manitoba). He uses an Indigenous-centred, community-first
research design in working with Fisher River in the examination of the
relationship between land, culture, physical activity and identity.

Abstract: In the spring of 2018, five of the ten teams comprising the
Keystone Junior Hockey League (KJHL) in Manitoba decided to split
and form a ‘league of their own’—the Capital Region Junior Hockey
League (CRJHL). In so doing, the once unified KJHL was now divided
into two leagues—what has come to be known as the ‘northern’ and
‘southern’ leagues. However, geography alone does not capture the implications of this split as this
north-south divide also marks a race-based separation, with the southern league being completely
comprised of teams affiliated with non-Indigenous communities, while teams from the northern league
were exclusively from First Nations communities. What is more, the decision for the split was not a
mutual one. In fact, the motion to split the league into two came as a complete surprise to the five teams
from First Nations communities, which at that time included Norway House Cree Nation, Peguis First
Nation, Opaskwayak Cree Nation, Fisher River Cree Nation, and Cross Lake First Nation. Subsequently,
these five First Nations launched a lawsuit against the newly formed CRJHL, Manitoba Hockey, and
several hockey teams from the Interlake region seeking an injunction to block the formation of the new
league as well as damages for breach of contracts.
In this presentation, we share the findings from our critical content analysis of the mainstream media
coverage of the lawsuit. We will present three broad findings, including: first, we found that the vast
majority of coverage privileges the non-Indigenous perspective, while working to subtly (and not-so-subtly)
silence Indigenous voices; second, the coverage failed to take allegations of racism seriously and used a
number of narrative strategies to contain the disruptive potential of such accusations, including avoidance,
trivialization, re-framing, and lack of contextualization and follow-up. Finally, we argue that what remains
unreported in the media coverage is as revealing as what is reported. For instance, the media coverage
treats the incident of the split as a one-off event, when in fact this incident is reflective of a broader
historical and ongoing pattern of Manitoba sport governance that privileges southern, white, and nonIndigenous athletes and athletic organizations. We conclude the presentation with a call to action, as it
were, calling for a sports journalism that tells the truth about anti-Indigenous racism in sport and suggest
that such journalism is one step in the journey towards a sporting model that fosters reconciliation and
Indigenous self-determination. In terms of organization, our presentation will be divided into two parts.
In the first part, we will share the findings from our critical content analysis, which will last approximately
25-30 minutes. For the remainder of the session, we will invite audience discussion about the role of sport
media in truth telling, reconciliation, and Indigenous re-creation through sport.
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2:00 PM PST

SESSION 8 - A

Self Care During A Pandemic
Rachel Radyk

My name is Rachel Radyk, preferred pronouns are she/her. I am an
Indigenous Registered Practical Nurse working in acute care, research
and community settings. I am currently in my fourth year at Ontario
Tech for the RPN to BScN bridge program. I also have a degree in
Communication studies from Carleton University. I am passionate
about being a leader and think it is essential to have new generations
of nursing students being active and advocating for Indigenous health.
I am passionate about Indigenous health and the future of nursing.
When I am finished nursing school, I would like to be able to continue
to work within Indigenous communities delivering nursing care, health
promotion and continue to develop my leadership skills.

Abstract: This webinar is geared towards Indigenous youth/ students.
It first goes over a brief overview of COVID. COVID prevention, and
monitoring of symptoms. Discusses the mental health Impact from
Covid. Highlights various supports + a package of supports in word document form. Discusses Self care
during COVID.
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2:00 PM PST

SESSION 8 - B

Place-Based Learning, Indigenous Sport and Recreation
Jill Cameron & Claire Wade & Joyce Doore
Jill Cameron

Jill Cameron is the Manager of International and Community Education
in the Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation at the University
of Alberta. She is responsible for developing the Indigenous Sport and
Recreation Graduate Certificate.

Claire Wade

Sitting on the frontlines of youth
mental health, elementary school
teacher Claire Wade is promoting
wellness in her classroom and
beyond. Claire uses her job as a
Grade 5/6 teacher in a small, rural,
Albertan community to embark on
a wellness mission. Her teaching
is grounded in the concepts of
self-regulation and resilience, and considers the diverse needs of the
student population.
With a focus on empowering students to make healthy choices in
mind, body and spirit, she involves students in the projects she leads
through SWIM (Students With Important Messages), a team that meets regularly to co-create wellness
projects for the school. Claire is inspiring her school community to appreciate that the words #wematter –
which appear on her classroom wall – are a way of life, not just an expression.

Joyce Doore

Originally from the Blood Reserve, Joyce graduated from the University
of Calgary specializing in Human Resources and has spent most of her
career in the Oil and Gas sector. Joyce is currently employed as the
HR Coordinator for Siksika Family Services and has been employed
with the Golden Hills School Division as a Siksika Liaison, serving two
schools; Carseland Elementary School and Samuel Crowther Memorial
Junior High School in Strathmore. Joyce’s role is to incorporate
Indigenous studies into the classroom and instill pride in our culture
with our First Nation’s, Metis and Inuit children by encouraging them to
participate in activities that will motivate them to seek out and be more
involved in their culture.
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Abstract: Place-Based Learning: Nature Connection: Nature Connection is a research-based, school wide
program that focuses on social emotional regulation, health/holistic wellness and optimal cross-curricular
learning. Stewardship and sustainability are key aspects of this programming. Nature connection weaves
together a “two-eyed approach” to holistic health and wellness. This multifaceted, cross-curricular program
also focuses on and nurtures Indigenous ways of knowing, comprehensive school health, mindfulness,
social/emotional development and regulation, ecological and physical literacy, sustainability, authentic
literacy/numeracy tasks, creativity, innovation and problem solving. Through the Nature Connection
program, students connect and contribute to nature, the community, and each other, while engaging in
authentic and real life learning. This program is an example of finding the seeds of brilliance in all of our
students.
Indigenous Sport and Recreation Graduate Certificate: The Indigenous Sport and Recreation Graduate
Certificate is designed to help working professionals gain a deeper understanding of the cultural context of
Indigenous communities through sport and recreation. The focus is to provide students with the skills and
knowledge to better understand and help build healthy Indigenous communities through sport and recreation.
This program has allowed professionals such as Claire Wade create amazing recreation programming in their
communities. It provides opportunity and skills that support students in their journey to creating a successful
program in their community from Indigenous knowledge and history to successful grant writing.
Together, we would like to share our experience from both an educational perspective and a community
program perspective. We will speak about our experiences in learning Indigenous history and knowledge’s
and how they supported the creation and success of the Nature Connection.
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2:00 PM PST

SESSION 8 - C

Aambe Maajaadaa Let’s Move
Cynthia McCutcheon and Lisa Marie-Naponse
Cynthia McCutcheon

Cynthia McCutcheon (née Morriseau), Gimiwon Kwe, is an Ojibway
kwe with a Masters in Public Health, who has been practicing yoga
for over 10 years and has been trained through East to West Yoga,
recognized by CanFitPro. Other certificates include Chair Yoga/Yoga for
Older Adults, Cosmic Kids Yoga, Pre-Natal Yoga Specialist, and Trauma
Sensitive Yoga. She loves to share her passion and help others on their
journey to health.

Lisa Marie-Naponse

Lisa Marie Naponse, Odemin
Kwe, is Anishinabe kwe from
Atikameksheng Anishinawbek
with a achelor of Physical Health
and Education with specialization
in Health Promotion. As an
Anishinabe Health Promoter, she aims to support Anishinabe people
make physical activity and healthy eating choices a part of their
everyday lives.
Abstract: Cynthia McCutcheon and Lisa-Marie Naponse are the
Aanjichigewin Health Educator Promoters for Maamwesying, North
Shore Community Health Services Inc. Aanjichigewin means “the
process of change” in Anishinaabemowin. The program focuses on
whole-life wellness by promoting positive health behaviours including active living, eating right and staying
smoke free to prevent chronic diseases such as obesity, diabetes, and cancer. Health promotion is also
about community health. Creating healthy communities means creating an environment where people feel
safe and comfortable to practice healthy lifestyle behaviours.
Through health education and community-based programs and initiatives, the Aanjichigewin Health
Promotion Program provides support to N’Mninoeyaa’s partners: Atikameksheng, Sagamok, Serpent River,
Mississaugi, Thessalon, Garden River, Batchewana, and Indian Friendship Centre of Sault Ste. Marie.
Aambe Maajaadaa Let’s Move Community Movement Challenge was a partnership between Maamwesying,
North Shore Community Health Services Inc. and ParticipACTION. It was a friendly competition between the
seven First Nation communities along the North Shore and the Sault Ste. Marie Indian Friendship Centre. It
tracked movement minutes using the ParticipACTION app. For those that did not have the app, they tracked
their physical activity using a printed calendar and the team leads and organizers submitted their minutes.
Each week a leaderboard was released and participants from each community were entered into a random
draw. Participants were encouraged to share and post pictures in a private social media group. A final virtual
celebration was held on Zoom. The most active community and the most active individuals within each
community were announced. The winning community received sweatshirts and bragging rights. The most active
individuals in each community received $100 gift cards. This challenge got approximately 400 people active.
The partnership with ParticipACTION was new this year. Aambe Maajaadaa Let’s Move physical activity
challenge has been around for 6-7 years, under diabetes prevention, through the Aanjichigewin Health
Promotion Program at Maamwesying. This presentation will highlight Aambe Maajaadaa throughout the
years, its adaptation through COVID-19 and this year’s partnership with ParticipACTION.
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